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NEW WINDSTARZ FOR GLOBAL VILLAGE
MAF TO OFFER VIRTUAL
COASTER FUN FROM Z+

AIR RACE THRILLS AT
ADVENTURELAND

‘CROWD-PULLERS’
IN OMAN

MAF SET TO BE
THE FIRST TO OPERATE
THE NEW VR BOX

ZAMPERLA’S BEST-SELLER
BECOMES CENTERPIECE
OF SHARJAH FEC

AIR RACE 6.2 AND
WINDSTARZ AMONG
SEVERAL NEW RIDES IN OMAN
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Air Race
thrills visitors at
Adventureland
Zamperla’s best-seller becomes centerpiece of
Sharjah FEC renovation
Adventureland in Sharjah, UAE, has renovated its offer by replacing an existing go-karts
structure and some older rides with a new range of rides headed by an Air Race 6.2.
The compact version of Zamperla’s best-selling ride has proved once again to be the
ideal focal point for an FEC looking for a family thrill ride with a spectacular visual effect.
The Air Race joins five other Zamperla rides in the FEC in the shape of a Gravity Moto
Coaster, two Powered Coasters, a Demolition Derby and a Jumping Star.
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MAF to
offer virtual
coaster fun
from Z+
New WindstarZ for
Global Village

MAF set to be the first to operate
the new VR BOX

A highly successful Zamperla ride for the most
successful park in the Middle East
Global Village Dubai is the leading sea-

With its colorful and attractive design, the

sonal, cultural extravaganza in the region

original WindstarZ interactivity elements

and offers visitors a truly amazing array

allow Global Village riders to be captains

of festivals, shopping and entertainment.

of their own experience by controlling the

It reopened its doors to the public on November 1, 2017, for its 22nd. season and
while many of the popular attraction’s
previous features remain, the rides area
has been totally refreshed.
In fact it has been designed to look like
carnivals from all over the world, with
themed music and lights, and each of the
28 rides and 34 games have been named
after major world cities. As part of the

movement of the sail on their personal

In the last two years, Dubai-based MAF took the decision to totally

‘hang glider.’ Additionally, as well as the

revamp its locations with the intention of adding new rides and

fun of the ride itself, a special light pack-

innovative concepts. As a result, the company decided to invest – as

age custom made for Global Village en-

the first customer in the world – in the VR BOX from Zamperla’s new

sures the lighting on the attraction is even

Z+ division, in order to offer its customers a big coaster experience

more appealing after dark.

even though they are in an indoor FEC with limited space.

Following the success of the ride in Global Village, it will soon also be possible to
ride a WindstarZ in Oman too, where another example of the ride is due to open in
the near future.

renovation process, Global Village chose
to incorporate the first WindstarZ to be
operated in the Middle East area.
In the meantime, the Z+ team has worked hard to improve the ride
experience by replacing the mobile based headsets with a wired
version featuring a higher resolution. Additionally, the team has
produced the Mine Train @Ocean Park, Hong Kong, as the third
roller coaster 360 video and is also working on another, mixed
reality video to add yet more to the ride experience.
In a further development of the attraction, in order to satisfy the
requirements of smaller operators, a four-seat version of the ride
has now been developed and will be available soon. So if you are
looking to offer your customers a big coaster experience, even if
you don’t have the space or budget for a real coaster, the VR BOX is
the perfect product for you.
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As a result of the continued worldwide success Zamperla is enjoying with the

‘Crowd-pullers’
added to Oman
locations

hugely popular WindstarZ ride, we are now working on an 8-seat version of
the attraction which will be presented for the first time at the IAAPA Attractions
Expo 2018 in Orlando. The new model is being developed in order to satisfy
the requirements of smaller locations.

Air Race 6.2 and WindstarZ among several
new rides in Oman
The Abu Taleb Investment Group is a major developer of real estate in Oman,
its work including several amusement projects where it has recognized the
importance of having large, crowd-pulling rides among the attractions on offer.
As an example, for the group’s 4,500sq.m Funtazmo FEC inside Avenues Mall
in Muscat, it chose to offer customers the thrilling experience of an Air Race
6.2 together with a Magic Bikes. Additionally, for a new upcoming project in
Ruwi, which is due to open in summer 2018, the decision was taken to include a
WindstarZ as the centerpiece attraction, surrounded by a Su&Zo, a Jump Around
and a Magic Bikes.
The Ruwi WindstarZ will be the first indoor installation of this ride which offers
riders the opportunity to create their own experience by controlling the movement
of the sail on their ‘hang glider’ vehicle.
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New WindstarZ
model under
development

